InvenTeams Community Engagement Update
January 2018

Highlights:

• Dublin High School’s InvenTeam held another fundraiser for their trip to EurekaFest, this time at Panera Bread. They also shared a photo of a team member working on their project.

• Chattahoochee High School’s InvenTeam worked on their design and hung up their banner in the school hallway.

• The Bayonne High School InvenTeam spoke with Tony about their project and InvenTeam journey.

• Leigh visited the Energy Institute InvenTeam and they also had a bus donated to them for their project from the school district.

• Northeast InvenTeam shared their project progress and the details of their Mid-Grant Technical Review (MGTR) event details.

• The SSVSD Innovation Center InvenTeam was interviewed in a local podcast, Tech Talks by KGNU. Tony also attended their MGTR.

• The Tesla Engineering Charter School InvenTeam posted an update on their project and how they’re preparing for their MGTR.